
PROVIDER INTELLIGENCE ENABLES YOU TO: HELPING YOU:

Analyze aggregated supply chain analytics from GHX solutions 
as well as other data sources with easy-to-understand 
visualizations across all departments, facilities and vendors  
in one place using an intuitive and interactive platform

View data holistically without the headache of matching  
data from disparate systems  
 

Prioritize efforts for the greatest cost saving and 
standardization opportunities by translating data into 
actionable improvements in areas such as electronic  
trading partner opportunities and categories with large 
volumes of exceptions 

Establish spend goals specific to the needs of your 
organization and focus on the most efficient and accurate 
ways to do business with your trading partners 
 

Measure performance by automatically capturing 
information needed for continuous goal tracking progress 
with dashboards, benchmarking data and reporting tools

Make cost-cutting and standardization initiatives on an ongoing 
basis with month-over-month and up-to-date data to easily 
spot trends and gauge effectiveness of goal execution

Provider Intelligence (PI) is a cloud-based application that measures and tracks supply chain metrics using comprehensive data 
from GHX solutions as well as your hospital’s ERP system for a holistic view. Bringing this information together provides 
visibility into your organization’s operational and financial performance anytime, anywhere. The interactive graphs and charting 
tools provide an uncomplicated and intuitive analytics platform to track key performance indicators (KPIs) and progress towards 
your organizational goals. 

Simple data visualizations illustrate areas for immediate attention to achieve goals like vendor standardization, non-file spend 
reduction and increased contract compliance. Join the GHX community to leverage benchmarking and take control of your data.   

Provider  
Intelligence
Greater Transparency Drives Supply Chain Success

With a better understanding of your 

supply chain performance, you can 

be intentional in where to focus effort for 

greater success. In order to get there, you 

need visibility into operational and financial 

performance with a clear, current picture of 

spend and operational efficiency based on 

aggregated data from multiple sources. 



 Transform Data into an Actionable Strategy  
for Improvement   
From high-level executive dashboards to item level reporting, Provider Intelligence 
interprets and elevates information in your current GHX solutions into actionable supply 
chain decisions that drive cost-cutting initiatives. This comprehensive, yet approachable 
spend analytics platform helps you make proactive supply chain decisions that align with 
your operational and financial strategy.

Identify electronic automation opportunities with suppliers in the GHX 
network. Track the rate and amount of automation adoption by individual facility, 
groups of facilities or supplier growth. Track transaction automation by purchase 
order (PO), invoice, advanced ship notice (ASN) or consignment and apply filters  
for facility, vendor, GHX MetaTrade and more.

Nurture successful trading partner relationships. These relationships 
are characterized by accurate data, low percentage of exceptions and high 
percentage of price matching. Track by facility or vendor for exceptions such  
as contract price, UOM, rejected, backorders, or for recurring exceptions. 

Identify opportunities for standardization. Obtaining a detailed 
understanding of where you are spending money is the only way to truly 
manage spend. Quantify spend by UNSPSC category, and by facility  
and product. 

Develop strategies to improve contract compliance. Reign in rogue spending 
when you can identify top products to move on to contract. Data can be captured 
by spend category drilled down using heat map visualization from high-level 
UNSPSC categories to vendor item number detail.

Track item management health. Track the performance of item master 
utilization around non-file spend, description analysis, categorization of spend, 
price deviation and much more.  

Share insights with robust reporting. In addition to rich KPIs and 
dashboards, reports and further insights can be accessed via PI Reports  
where “transactional” data can be configured, scheduled for monthly or  
ad-hoc reporting needs and shared.

 GHX Global Network
The largest community of healthcare supply chain trading partners, the GHX Global 
Network connects supply chain, finance and clinical professionals with their suppliers 
and partners. The 4,000+ provider organizations and 400+ manufacturers and 
distributors in this community are working together to drive billions of dollars out  
of the cost of the healthcare supply chain.

 Learn More
To learn more about GHX Provider Intelligence, contact us at 1.800.YOUR.GHX or  
go to GHX.com.

 

GHX Provider 
Intelligence

Develop a strategy for 
incremental improvement 
with insight needed to 
know where to take action. 
Determine your most 
efficient suppliers, reduce 
exceptions and increase 
contract utilization for 
bottom-line savings.
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